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Trinity Business School


‘Are the world's largest firms regional or global?’, Thunderbird International Business Review, 57, 2 (2015), 87-101 [J. Berrill]


The Service Industries Journal, eds M. Durkin, A. McCartan and M. Brady, 35, 11-12 (2015), 1-693


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Understanding the challenges of palliative care in everyday clinical practice: an example from a COPD action research project’, *Nursing Inquiry*, 2, 3 (2015), 249-260 [G. Hynes, F. Kavanagh, C. Hogan, K. Ryan, L. Rogers, J. Brosnan and D.Coghlan]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Anchor, incumbent and late entry MNEs as propellants of technology cluster evolution’, Industry and Innovation, 22, 7 (2015), 553-574 [M. Giblin and P. Ryan]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Humor as a communication strategy in provider-patient communication in a chronic care setting’, *Qualitative Health Research* (2016), 1-27 [A. Schöpf, G.S. Martin and M.A. Keating]


**McDonagh, Joseph**, ‘Beyond the one-dimensional construct of failure - the curious case of enterprise system failure rates’, *UK academy for information systems conference proceedings*, University of Oxford (2016), 1-20 [D. Saxena, B. Dempsey and J. McDonagh]


‘When children express their preferences regarding sales channels: online or offline or online and offline?’, *International Journal of Retail and Distribution Management*, 42 (2014), 1018-1031 [J. Boulay, B. De Faultrier, F. Feenstra and L. Muzellec]


‘The international network structure for a set of born global firms’, *Irish Academy of Management Annual Conference*, Galway, Ireland (2015), 1-9 [A. Smith, P. Ryan and N. Evers]

‘Bridging the structural holes across born globals’ international network’, *European international business association annual conference*, Uppsala University, Sweden (2014), 1-12 [P. Ryan, N. Evers and A. Smith]


‘Knowledge creation and protection in subsidiaries embedded in local technology clusters’, *Academy of international business UK and Ireland annual conference*, Birbeck College, University of London (2016), 1-28 [P. Ryan, U. Andersson, A. Perri and M. Giblin]


**School of Drama, Film and Music**

*Akervall, Lisa,* ‘McMansion of media excess: Ryan Trecartin and Lizzie Fitch’s site visit’, *Journal of European Cinema and Media Studies* (2015), 1-8 [L. Akervall]
Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Barton, Ruth, ‘Haunted memories: Rex Ingram, Francis Hitchcock and World War One’, Offaly Heritage, 8 (2015), 139-144 [R. Barton]

‘To Russia, with pride’, Waterford diversity festival, New Line Theatre (2015), [J. MacGregor]
‘Uhta! The last part of the night’, Smock Alley Theatre, Come as you arts Eire (2016), [J. MacGregor]

Singleton, Brian, Masculinities and the contemporary Irish theatre, London, Palgrave Macmillan (2015), 1-227 [B. Singleton]


MUSIC

‘American constructions’, Entrephonics Festival of Sound Art, Freemason’s Hall, Dublin (2016), [J. Alden]
‘Reconstruction of a map' (2015), [J. Alden]
‘A treatise remix’, Deutschlandradio kultur’s Klangkunst program, (2015), [J. Alden]
"'Dialogus de Johanne Sohier alias Fede'”, Qui musicam in se habet: essays in honor of Alejandro Planchart, eds Anna Zayaruznaya, Bonnie Blackburn, and Stanley Boorman, American Institute of Musicology (2015), 257-284 [J. Alden and David Fiala]
‘Walking Still’, Innova CD #898 (2014), [The Vocal Constructivists]
‘Drawing towards sound’, Cardew’s treatise by the Vocal Constructivists in the Crit Pit (2015), [J. Alden]

‘Composition/sound design for Amsterdam 'free festival' theatre production’, One-woman theatrical production, Amsterdam (2015), [T. Dineen]

School of Education

Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Whose voice, who’s listening? Student voices in research and practice; embedding a culture of listening in education discourse’, *Education Matters*, 2015-2016 (2015), 49-54 [P. Flynn]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘The day that Shrek was almost rescued: doing process drama with children with an autism spectrum disorder’, *What was I thinking: a reflective practitioner's guide to (mis)adventures in drama education*, ed. Peter Duffy, New York, Peter Lang (2015), 219-242 [C. O’Sullivan]

**Piazzoli, Erika**, ‘Translation in cross-language qualitative research: pitfalls and opportunities’, *Translation and Translanguaging in Multilingual Contexts*, 1, 1 (2015), 80-102 [E. Piazzoli]


‘Investigating the time allocated to teaching mathematics in Irish second level schools’, *The mathematics education for the future project*, ed. Alan Rogerson, Catania, Sicily, (2015), 339-348 [M. Prendergast and N. O'Meara]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

“'They are waiting for you to take the stage, Mr Scientist'”, *Education in Science*, 262 (2015), 18-19 [J. Roche]


**Seery, Aidan**, ‘People and places’: some thoughts on life narrative, social geography and philosophy’ *Auto/biography Yearbook of the British Sociological Association*, 9 (2015), 1-10 [A. Seery]


Research student


School of English


**Clarke, Clare**, *Late Victorian crime fiction in the shadows of Sherlock*, Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan (2014), 1-221 [C. Clarke]

"'Something for the 'silly season': policing and the press in Israel Zangwill's The Big Bow Mystery'”, *Victorian Periodicals Review*, 48, 1 (2015), 121-137 [C. Clarke]

**Dawe, Gerald**, Of war and war's alarms: reflections on modern Irish writing, Cork, Cork University Press (2015), 1-190 [G. Dawe]


‘Iron Mike and me: the fall and further fall of Mike Tyson’, *Cultures of boxing*, ed. David Scott, Oxford, Peter Lang (2015), 75-88 [D. Jones]

Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

‘Learning about emotion from the old English prose psalms of the Paris psalter’, Anglo-Saxon emotions: reading the heart in old English language, literature and culture, eds Alice Jorgensen, Frances McCormack and Jonathan Wilcox, Farnham, Ashgate (2015), 127-141 [A. Jorgensen]


Killeen, Jarlath, Bram Stoker: centenary essays, Dublin, Four Courts Press (2014), 1-240 [J. Killeen]


‘Seamus Heaney and the audience’, Essays in Criticism, 66, 1 (2016), 54-71 [R. Lavan]

Madden, Deirdre, All over Ireland: new Irish short stories, ed. Deirdre Madden, London, Faber and Faber (2015), 1-257

Time present and time past, New York, Europa Editions (2014), 1-161 [D. Madden]


Murphy, Bernice, "It's not the house that's haunted": demons, debt and the family in peril in recent horror cinema’, Cinematic ghosts: haunting and spectrality from silent cinema to the digital era, ed. Murray Leeder, London, Bloomsbury Academic (2015), 235-253 [B.M. Murphy]


O'Shaughnessy, David, “'Rip'ning buds in freedom's field': staging Irish Improvement in the 1780s’, Journal for Eighteenth-Century Studies, 38, 4 (2015), 541-554 [D. O'Shaughnessy]


‘Felicitating the whole of the polis in Finnegans wake’, A long the krommerun, eds Onto Kosters, Tim Conley, Peter de Voogd, Leiden, Brill (2016), 118-126 [S. Slote]


Sweetnam, Mark, John Donne and religious authority in the reformed English church, Dublin, Four Courts Press (2014), 220 [M.S. Sweetnam]


To the day of eternity, Cookstown, Scripture Teaching Library (2014), 156 [M.S. Sweetnam]
Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


School of Histories and Humanities

CLASSICS


HISTORY


Irish Historical Studies, general editors Robert Armstrong and Robert McNamara, 39, 154 (2014), 179-366

Irish Historical Studies, general editors Robert Armstrong and Robert McNamara, 39, 155 (2015), 357-552

Irish Historical Studies, general editors Robert Armstrong and Robert McNamara, 39, 156 (2015), 551-728


Crooks, Peter, ‘Exporting Magna Carta: exclusionary liberties in Ireland and the world’, History Ireland, 23, 4 (2015), 14-17 [P. Crooks]
Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘The Plantagenets and Empire in the later Middle Ages’, The Plantagenet Empire, 1259-1453, eds Peter Crooks, David Green and W. Mark Omrod, Donington, Shaun Tyas (2016), 1–34 [P. Crooks, D. Green, W.M. Omrod]


Scottish historical review, eds David Ditchburn and Graeme Morton, 94, 1, 238 (2015), 1-120

‘Scotland, France and the auld alliance: was there a Burgundian alternative?’, Medievialia et Humanistica, 41 (2016), 81-100 [D. Ditchburn]

Duffy, Sean, ‘See Rome and die: the burial-place of Donnchad mac Briain’, History Ireland, 22, 2 (2014), 6-7 [S. Duffy]


‘What happened at the Battle of Clontarf?’, History Ireland, 22, 2 (2014), 30-33 [S. Duffy]

‘What did Brian Boru ever do for us?’, The Irish Times (Battle of Clontarf special supplement), 10 April (2014), 1 [S. Duffy]

‘The long Good Friday: battle began at first light and raged all day’, The Irish Times (Battle of Clontarf special supplement), 10 April (2014), 2 [S. Duffy]

‘Three kings and a queen’, The Irish Times (Battle of Clontarf special supplement), 10 April (2014), 2 [S. Duffy]

‘Who was Brian Boru and why does he matter?’, The Irish Independent (Brian Boru and the Battle of Clontarf special supplement), 12 April (2014), 2-3 [S. Duffy]

‘The Battle of Clontarf: what actually happened?’, The Irish Independent (Brian Boru and the Battle of Clontarf special supplement), 12 April (2014), 16-19 [S. Duffy]

‘Robert the Bruce and Ireland’s last, Scottish high king’, The Irish Times, Weekend Review, 19 September (2015), 2 [S. Duffy]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

Holm, Poul, ‘Manning and paying the Hiberno-Norse Dublin fleet’, Clerics, kings and vikings: essays on medieval Ireland in honour of Donnchadh Ó Corráin, eds Emer Purcell, Paul MacCotter, Julianne Nyhan and John Sheehan, Dublin, Four Courts Press (2015), 67-78 [P. Holm]


Murdock, Graeme, A companion to the reformation in central Europe, eds H. Louthan, G. Murdock Leiden, Brill (2015), 484


‘I am sure there was confidence in Nero’, The state in transition: essays in honour of John Horgan, eds Kevin Rafter and Mark O’Brien, Dublin, New Island (2015), 318-325 [E. O’Halpin]

Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Simms, Katharine, ‘The origins of the creagh: farming system or social unit?’, *Agriculture and settlement in Ireland*, eds Margaret Murphy and Matthew Stout, Dublin, Four Courts Press (2015), 101-118 [K. Simms]


‘Between two kings: Pope Honorius III and the seizure of the kingdom of Jerusalem by Frederick II in 1225’, *Journal of Medieval History*, 41 (2015), 41-59 [T.W. Smith]


HISTORY OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE


School of Languages, Literatures and Cultural Studies

FRENCH


GERMANIC STUDIES

Arnds, Peter, Lycanthropy in German literature, New York; London, Palgrave Macmillan (2015), 210 [P. Arnds]

Arnds, Peter, Lycanthropy in German literature, New York; London, Palgrave Macmillan (2015), 210 [P. Arnds]

Arnds, Peter, Lycanthropy in German literature, New York; London, Palgrave Macmillan (2015), 210 [P. Arnds]


Kolb, Joachim, ‘Main content area expatriate entrepreneurship in the Gulf Region between informality and a globalized knowledge society’, American Journal of Entrepreneurship, 8, 2 (2015), 89-107 [J. Kolb]
Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Martin, Gillian, ‘Humor as a communication strategy in provider-patient communication in a chronic care setting’, Qualitative Health Research (2016), 1-27 [A. Schöpf, G.S. Martin and M.A. Keating]


HISPANIC STUDIES


IRISH AND CELTIC LANGUAGES


‘Sléagar agus ‘genitives lenited in special circumstances’ i bhfilíocht na scoil’, Aon don éige, eds Caoimhín Breathnach and Meidhbhín Ní Úrdail, Dublin, School of Celtic Studies, DIAS (2015), 239-245 [E. Mac Cáirtheach]


O’Hainle, Cathal, ‘Ab firéanda fada ó shin’: a detached apologue?’, Ériu, 64 (2014), 123-143 [C. Ó Háinle]

Uhlich, Jürgen, Zeitschrift für celtische philologie, eds Jürgen Uhlich, Torsten Meißner, Bernhard Maier, 62 (2015), 1-258

Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


ITALIAN


NEAR AND MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES


RUSSIAN AND SLAVONIC LANGUAGES


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

School of Law


Bell, Mark, ‘Mental health at work and the duty to make reasonable adjustments’, Industrial Law Journal, 44 (2015), 194-221 [M. Bell]

‘Sickness absence and the Court of Justice: examining the role of fundamental rights in EU employment law’, European Law Journal, 21 (2015), 641-656 [M. Bell]


Equity and the Law of Trusts in Ireland, Dublin, Round Hall Thomson Reuters (2016), 1-972 [H. Biehler]

‘The political purposes exception - is there a future for a doctrine built on foundations of sand?’, Trust Law International, 29, 3 (2015), 97-113 [H. Biehler]

‘Third party funders - costs and disclosure orders’, Irish Law Times, 34, 1 (2016), 7-13 [H. Biehler]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Calibrating the right to confrontation’, *The International Journal of Evidence and Proof*, 20, 2 (2016), 103-111 [L. Heffernan]


‘Historic waters and historic rights in the law of the sea and the South China Sea dispute’, *UN convention on the law of the sea and the South China Sea*, eds S. Wu, M. Valencia and N. Hong, Farnham, Ashgate (2015), 191-238 [C.R. Symmons]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


School of Linguistic, Speech and Communication Sciences


‘Can tDCS enhance item-specific effects and generalization after linguistically motivated aphasia therapy for verbs?’, Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience, 9 (2015), 17 [V. de Aguiar, R. Bastiaanse, R. Capasso, M. Gandolfi, N. Smania, G. Rossi and G. Miceli]

tDCS in post-stroke aphasia: the role of stimulation parameters, behavioral treatment and patient characteristics’, Cortex, 63 (2015), 296-316 [V. de Aguiar, C. Paolazzi, G. Miceli]


‘Aphasia rehabilitation from a linguistic perspective and the role of tDCS’, Stem-, spraak- en taalpathologie, science of Aphasia, Venice, Italy, University of Groningen (2014), 131-134 [V. de Aguiar, R. Bastiaanse, G. Miceli]


Augmentative and Alternative Communication, ed. Martine Smith, 32, 1 (2016), 1-79


CENTRE FOR LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Carson, Lorna, ‘Multilingualism is lived here’, *The multilingual city: vitality, conflict and change*, eds Lid King and Lorna Carson, Bristol, Multilingual Matters (2016), 1-12 [L. Carson and L. King]
Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

‘The sights and sounds of the multilingual city’, *The multilingual city: vitality, conflict and change*, eds Lid King and Lorna Carson, Bristol, Multilingual Matters (2016), 49-86 [L. Carson]


‘English L3 learning in a multilingual context: the role of socioeconomic status (SES) and L2 exposure within the community’, *International Journal of Multilingualism*, 12, 4 (2015), 435-452 [G. De Angelis]

**Gobl, Christer,** ‘Prosody of voice: declination, sentence mode and interaction with prominence’, *18th International congress of phonetic sciences (ICPhS)*, Glasgow, (2015), 1-5 [A. Ní Chasaide, I. Yanushevskaya and C. Gobl]


*Sign languages and the CEFR for languages*, European Centre for Modern Languages (2016), http://hdl.handle.net/2262/76217 [L. Leeson, B. van den Bogaerde, C. Rathmann and T. Haug]

**NiChasaide, Ailbhe,** ‘Prosody of voice: declination, sentence mode and interaction with prominence’, *The 18th International Congress of Phonetic Sciences (ICPhS)*, Glasgow, UK (2015), 1-5 [A. Ní Chasaide, I. Yanushevskaya and C.Gobl]


‘Sentence mode differentiation in four Donegal Irish varieties’, *18th International congress of phonetic sciences*, Glasgow (2015), 1-5 [A. Dorn and A. Ní Chasaide]

Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

‘Evaluating synthetic speech in an Irish CALL application: influences of predisposition and of the holistic environment’, *ISCA workshop on speech and language technology in education (SLaTE)*, Leipzig, Germany (2015), 149-154 [N. Ní Chiaráin and A. Ní Chasaide]


‘Innovation in language learning and teaching - online intercultural exchange’, *Innovation in language learning and teaching*, 10, 1 (2016), 1-5 [T. Lewis, B. O’Rourke and M. Dooly]


‘Prosody of voice: declination, sentence mode and interaction with prominence’, *18th International congress of phonetic sciences (ICPhS)*, Glasgow, UK (2015), 1-5 [A. Ní Chasaide, I. Yanushevskaya and C. Gobl]

Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


School of Psychology


‘Human factors analysis in risk assessment: a survey of methods and tools used in industry’, *Contemporary Ergonomics and Human Factors* (2014), 77-84 [N. Balfe and M.C. Leva]


Cromie, Samuel, ‘Just culture’s ‘line in the sand’ is a shifting one; an empirical investigation of culpability determination’, Safety Science, 86 (2016), 258–272 [S. Cromie and F. Bott]


‘Changes in lanuguage use mediate expressive writings benefits on health-related quality of life (HRQOL) following myocardial infarction’, Health Psychology and Behavioural Medicine, 2, 1 (2014), 1053-1066 [D. Hevey, E. Wilczkiewicz and J.H. Horgan]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Non-rigid, but not rigid, motion interferes with the processing of structural face information in developmental prosopagnosia’, *Neuropsychologia*, 70 (2015), 281-295 [C. Maguinness and Newell, F.N.]

‘Motion facilitates face perception across changes in viewpoint and expression in older adults’, *Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance*, 40, 6 (2014), 2266-2280 [C. Maguinness and F.N. Newell]
Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


“He’s had enough fathers”: mothers’ and children’s approaches to mothers’ romantic relationships following the dissolution of previous partnerships’, Journal of Family Issues (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/0192513X16638385 [K. Hadfield and E. Nixon]


O’Connor, John, ‘To hold on or to let go? Loss and substitution in the process of hoarding’, European Journal of Psychotherapy and Counselling, 16, 2 (2014), 101-113 [J. O’ Connor]

O’Mara, Shane, ‘Chronic immobilization stress occludes in vivo cortical activation in an animal model of panic induced by carbon dioxide inhalation’, Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience, 8 (2014), 311 [M.M. Rahman, C.M. Kerskens, S. Chattarji and S.M. O’Mara]


‘Long-term cognitive dysfunction in the rat following docetaxel treatment is ameliorated by the phosphodiesterase-4 inhibitor, rolipram’, Behavioural Brain Research, 290 (2015), 84-89 [C.K. Callaghan and S.M. O'Mara]


Pertl, Maria, ‘I'm not complaining because I'm alive': barriers to the emergence of a discourse of cancer-related fatigue’, Psychology and Health, 29, 2 (2014), 141-161 [M.M. Pertl, D. Hevey and J. Quigley]
Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Methylphenidate improves some but not all measures of attention, as measured by the TEA-Ch in medication-naïve children with ADHD’, *Child Neuropsychology* 20, 3 (2014), 303-18 [K. Paton, P. Hammond, E. Barry, M. Fitzgerald, F. McNicholas, A. Kirley, I.H. Robertson, M.A. Bellgrove, M. Gill and K.A. Johnson]
Swords, Lorraine, "Attention seeker", "drama queen": the power of talk in constructing identities for young people with mental health difficulties, Mental Health Review Journal, 20, 2 (2015), 65-78 [A. Byrne and L. Swords]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Dare la vita per gli amici in Giov. 15, 3-15: simmetrie e reciprocità’, *Protestantesimo*, 71, 1-3 (2016), 227-241 [D. Pevarello]

IRISH SCHOOL OF ECUMENICS (TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN)


D’Arcy May, John, ‘Political theology revisited’, *Mining truths*, eds John O’Grady, Cathy Higgins and Jude Lal Fernando, St. Ottilien, Germany, EOS Verlag (2015), 537-554 [J. D’Arcy May]


*Mining truths*, eds John O’Grady, Cathy Higgins and Jude Lal Fernando, St. Ottilien, Germany, EOS Verlag (2015), 537-554 [J. D’Arcy May]


LOYOLA INSTITUTE


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

‘From the bishops down to the last of the lay faithful’, _Performing the word: festschrift for Ronan Drury_, ed. Enda McDonagh, Dublin, Columba Press (2014), 87-92 [F. Ryan]

School of Social Sciences and Philosophy

**ECONOMICS**


‘Factors influencing the performance of non-economics majors in an introductory economics course’, _International Review of Economics Education_, 17 (2014), 1-16 [E. Denny]


‘Hurry or wait - the pros and cons of going fast or slow on climate change’, _The Economists Voice_, 12, 1 (2015), 19-24 [E. Denny and J. Weiss]


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Thirty years of European research on international trade in food and agricultural products’, Revue d'Etudes en Agriculture et Environnement, 96, 1 (2015), 91-130 [C. Gaigné, Laroche C. Dupraz and A. Matthews]


PHILOSOPHY


Lyons, William, Wittgenstein - the crooked roads (modern plays), London, Bloomsbury (2015), 1-88 [W. Lyons]

‘Philosophy of mind in our time’, Modern Believing, 57, 2 (2016), 131-142 [W. Lyons]

Pinheiro Walla, Alice, ‘Human nature and the right to coerce in Kant's doctrine of right’, Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie, 1 (2014), 126-139 [A. Pinheiro Walla]

‘When the strictest right is the greatest wrong: Kant on fairness’, *Estudos Kantianos*, 3, 1 (2015), 39-56 [A. Pinheiro Walla]


‘Relations and idealism’, *Dialectica*, 68 (2014), 305-315 [P. Simons]


‘Lukasiewicz and the several senses of possibility’, *European Review*, 23 (2015), 114-124 [P. Simons]


‘Philosophical method without the linguistic turn’, *Conseguence*, 1, 1 (2015), 52-80 [P. Simons]


**POLITICAL SCIENCE**


Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


‘Introducing difference into the Condorcet jury theorem’ Theory and Decision, 78, 3 (2015), 399-409 [P. Stone]

SOCIOLOGY


Faas, Daniel, “Everybody is available to them”: support measures for migrant students in Irish secondary schools’, British Journal of Educational Studies, 63, 4 (2015), 447-466 [D. Faas, B. Sokolowska and M. Darmody]


Layte, Richard, ‘Social class variation in the predictors of rapid growth in infancy and obesity at age three years’, International Journal of Obesity, 38, 1 (2014), 82-90 [R. Layte, A. Bennett, C. McCrory and J. Kearney]
Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

‘Socioeconomic inequalities in child health in Ireland’, Economic and Social Review, 45, 1 (2014), 25-64 [R. Layte and A. Nolan]


School of Social Work and Social Policy


‘Ireland’s public health (alcohol) bill: policy window or political sop?’, Contemporary Drug Problems, 42, 2 (2015), 106-117 [S. Butler]

Recent publications – Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Feely, Michael, ‘IQ, speciation and sexuality: how suspicions of sexual abuse are produced within a contemporary intellectual disability service’, *Somatechnics*, 5, 2 (2015), 174-196 [M. Feely]


‘What have researchers learned from involving people with intellectual disabilities in research? Reflection of three studies conducted in Ireland’, *Journal of Policy and Practice in Intellectual Disabilities*, 11, 2 (2014), 149-157 [E. Garcia Iriarte, P. O’Brien and D. Chadwick]


Linehan, Christine, ‘Caring for a family member with intellectual disability and epilepsy’, *Seizure* (2014), http://hdl.handle.net/2262/75413 [R. Thompson, M. Kerr, M. Glynn and C. Linehan]

Mayock, Paula, “It’s just like we’re going around in circles and going back to the same thing …”: the dynamics of women’s unresolved homelessness’, Housing Studies (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/02673037.2014.991378 [P. Mayock, S. Sheridan and S. Parker]


"I hate being a burden": the patient perspective on carer burden in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis’, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis and Frontotemporal Degeneration, (2016), http://hdl.handle.net/2262/75617 [G. Foley, V. Timonen and O. Hardiman]
